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Second Semester

Mathematics - Main

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY OF THREE DIMENSIONS

(For those who joined in July 2017 onwards)

Time : Three hours Maximum: 75 marks

PARTA-(10x1=L0marks)
Answer ALL questions.

Choose the correct answer

1. The direction cosines of the X-axis are

'(a) (0, 1,0) ft) (0, 0, 1)

(c) (1, 0, 0) (d) (0, 0, 0).

2. Let q,b1,c, and a2,b2,c, be the direction ratios of
two lines. These two lines are parallel if

(a) o, =\ - cr ft) araz+brbr+ c(, =o
a2 02 c2

(c) a'+?'+c' =o (d) None'
a2+02+c2
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8. The axis of right circular cylinder

+= t:n =+ passes through362
(a) (2, - +, -t) (b) (-2, +,t)

9. The locus of the centre of the parallel plane
. section ofa conicoid is a
I (a) Radius (b) Diameter
', (c) Vertex (d) None.

10. The intersection of 5. # * i =1 with the

xY-Plane is 

-----='
(a) a parabola O) an ellipse

I (c) hyperbola (d) a circle.

PARTB-(5 x5=25 marks)

. 11. (a) Show that (2, 5, - 4), (r, a, - a) (+, Z, - O)

;*tt$"#) 
are the' vertices or a

(b) Find the angle between two diagonals of a
cube.
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14. (a) A sphere of constant radius K pasdes

through the origin and meets the axes in
. A,B,C. Prove that the centroid of the

. lriangle ABC lies on the sPhere

ak' * y' + zz)= 4rr2 .

Or
(b) Find the equation of the sphere having

the circle x' + y' + z' -2x+4y -Gz+7 =0,
2x - y + 2z =5 as a great circle.

15. (a) Find the equation of the cone of the second
degree which passes through the axes.

Or
(b) Find the equation of a right circular cylinder

of radius 3with 
^*i" 

**'2 =y,:4 =" -L .362
PARTC-(5x8=40marks)

Answer ALL questions, choosing either (a) or (b).

16. (a) A line makes angle d, F,T,d with the four

diagonals ofa cube then prove that

cos2 a + cos' P+ cost y + cos2 6 = +.
Or

(b) If the direction cosines of the two
lines satisfii the equations l+m+n=0;
2Im+Zln-mn=O; then find the angle

between the lines.
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I7. (a) Find the equation of the plane passing
through the points (2,5, - 3) C 2,-3,5) and
(r, e, - a).

(b)

Or

Show that the origin iies in the acute
angle between the plane x + 2y + 2z -- 0,

4x -Jy +I2z +13 = 0 . Find the plane

bisecting the angles between them and point
out which bisects the obtuse angle.

The plane L*4*1=1 meets the axes in-abc
A, B, C. Find the coordinates of the

orthocentre of the triangle ABC .

Or

Find the shortest distance between the lines
*,-B =y-8 ="-3. r+3_ y+7 

=?_3
-3 1 -1 ' 3 -2 -4

and find the equation of the line of shortest
distance also.

A plane passes through a fixed point (a, b, c)

and cuts the axes in A, B, C . Show that the
locus of the centre.of the sphere OABC is
alx+bly+cfz=2.

Or
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18. (a)

19. (a)

(b)



20.

(b) The plane ABC, whose equation is
!*{*1=l meets the axes inA,B,C. Findab c
the equation to the circumcircle of the
MBC and obtain the coordinaets of its
centre andradius.

(a) Find the condition for the equation

F (*, y, z) = ax' + bjlz + czz + 2fyz + 2gzx
. + 2hxy +2ux +2uy +Zwz + d, =O

to represent a cone.

Or

Derive the condition for the plane
lx+my+nz =O to touch the quadric cone

ax2 +by2 +czz +2fyz+2gzx+2hry=g.
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(b)


